
Executive Outplacement
Effective CAREER STRATEGIES FOR LEADERS

Developing capabilities for Leaders to succeed



Meeting Executives’ Needs in a Dynamic World

Changes in the world of work are accelerating at a pace and
scale never seen before. This is creating a gap between
traditional ideas of leadership effectiveness and what it actually
takes to drive business performance.

Right Management’s P3 Leader Model is rooted in World of
Work trends. It connects key issues that concern organisations
and helps position leaders to effectively tackle these global
forces to succeed in these dynamic and uncertain times.

Our P3 Leader Model makes our Executive Outplacement
solution different. We recognise leaders today need to have and
demonstrate both the traits and capabilities to overcome today’s
dynamic and uncertain challenges.

In our P3 Leader Model we have included:

• Inherent Enablers: four traits we believe must be
present for leaders to be successful in dynamic
market environments.

• Coachable Capabilities: three key capabilities
leaders need to demonstrate and develop to lead
effectively.

• Business Outcomes: deliver organisational
effectiveness in the Human Age – aligning
performance with business goals.

Prepared to Face Business Issues In

40%
of companies, leaders are
unprepared to meet the

business issues they will face
over the next three to five years

Our research reveals that epic shifts are
converging and moving the world into
the Human Age - a new era of fast pace
transformation, where business models
will have to be redesigned, value
propositions redefined and social
systems reinvented.

It is in this world that senior executives
must operate and succeed to secure
growth.

Our understanding of the rapidly changing
forces at play, and our track record of
working with thousands of business
executives across the globe, means that
Right Management can offer a unique
approach to career transition.

We draw from the combined skills and
expertise of our career coaches and a
diverse panel of experts, building a team to
help shape and execute career strategies
for each executive.

Adaptability

Drive

Brightness

Right Management, Most
Likely to Lead, 2016



Career Strategies for Executives

• Impactful Career Coaching focusing on action plans

• Subject matter expertise providing specialist advice and insights

• Assessments to reflect on past achievements and enablers to achieve success

• Connections to the market, introductions to executive search firms and affiliations

• Executive resources, research and market intelligence

• Development of skills and leadership capabilities

• Business mentors to share experiences and knowledge

• Relevant Thought Leadership and Business Networks

• First 90-days coaching to successfully onboard in a new role

• Local and global knowledge and networks

• 86% of executives land a new role within six months of
starting their support with Right Management

• 75% of executives found a new role through networking

• 21% became entrepreneurs and started a business

• 40% work for the fortune 500 companies

• 15% established as non-executive directors or trustees

Tangible Results

Right Management’s Executive
outplacement solutions provide a very
tailored approach, helping individuals
map what they want to achieve in their
professional and personal life. We offer a
service delivered by people who operate
at a senior level, with business and
coaching experience.

Our experience in supporting over
20,000 executives tells us that it is about
relevancy, matching individual needs,
making connections and our knowledge
of factors influencing the recruitment and
development of leaders.

This approach enables executives to
combine our services in a way that is
right for them to achieve success, such
as:

• A new role or advancement

• Complete change in direction

• Self-employment

• None Executive Directorships

• Trusteeships

• MBOs / Private Equity Options

What can exectives expect?

• The starting point is a meeting with a highly experienced executive coach to
tailor the programme, focus on priorities, career strategies and action plans

• Coaches work closely with subject matter experts, ensuring the right
connections are made and services delivered throughout the program

• Delivered in discreet meeting venues at high end offices around the world

• The investment reflects the support needed and time required to achieve
goals

How do we deliver the service?

“Like all executives I have had my
fair share of executive coaches.

However, Right Management
helped me more in the initial six

weeks than all the other coaches I
have had put together. THEY

ENGENDER TRUST AND
RESULTS, IN EVERYTHING

THEY DO”

• In the last year, we have assessed hundreds of senior
leaders for executive positions

• We are helping to develop the leadership pipeline of leading
Fortune and FTSE 500 companies

• At any one time, highly experienced qualified coaches within
Right Management are coaching over 300 executives

“Thanks to the team at Right
Management, I received WONDERFUL

ADVICE that has lasted me 3 years -
first, into a brilliant position that let me

grow, which I would not have taken
without their wise counsel and, now,
into an amazing new position that is

better than I could have wished for or
ever expected to have.”

“Speaking personally from the senior perspective and perhaps
typically as somebody who has not had to search on the

external market for some time, Right Management has been an
excellent guiding light providing TIMELY, CONSTRUCTIVE

SUPPORT, CONNECTIONS AND DIRECTION.  Perhaps most
important of all was the realisation of the key role that

NETWORKING plays in recruitment and my education in
utilising social media and leveraging Right Management’s own

exec forums and alumni.”



Right Management® is the global career and talent

development expert within ManpowerGroup®.

We help organisations become more agile, attractive and innovative by creating a

culture of career management and learning that nurtures future talent, motivates

and engages people, and provides individuals success in their careers. We’ve

spent the last 35 years identifying workforce challenges and developing

innovative solutions, enabling our globally informed methods to be time-tested

across more than 50 countries.
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